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Traditionally, Thanksgiving day is an annual holiday celebrating the harvest and other blessings (or success) of the past years. Unlike in the USA, it is celebrated every 4th Thursday of November while the Filipinos has no specific date or month of celebration. Therefore, they can celebrate thanksgiving anytime they wanted to yust like when someone who passes the board examination or one have bought a brand new house. But, personnaly I realized that what if there’s no significant happenings yearound experienced aside from your birthday. I guess it is noteworthy to celebrate thanksgiving every November too. Unlike the Americans, Filipinos are fond of fiesta celebration (usually feast day of Saints), everybody could make their own version like during any special ocassion in life. The main point is, one should celebrate his or her harvest day in life once a year. Remember the keyword is “harvest” and I would like to expound the meaning to earnings, blessings, successes and new life.